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impossible; we will then achieve this restoration with a delay, using the following scheme: where the adjustable system 8 (equalizer) has to be chosen such that roughly c, = where N is a certain (generally unknown, but constant) delay. The method is the following.
1) We construct a functional IF(@) which is minimum at the point 8* = S -' ; .in fact, $ is a measure of how modified is the (one-dimensional) distribution of an i.i.d sequence when filtered by an all-pass transfer function (and we have no modification in the Gaussian case!). A particular form is close to the mutual information for the two distributions of the input (a,) and the output (c,) of the adjustable system.
2) We mirrimize by using a stochastic gradient prom dure. This latter point is justified by a general result on the convergence of stochastic approximation procedures with discontinuities and constraints (given in [2D; this result is needed because 5 is not smooth.
The numerical results we give show that this method has been successful for the blind adjustment of a transversal equalizer in data transmission. The paper is organized as follows. In Section I1 we give a precise statement of the problem, investigate what are the special difficulties encountered in the nonminimum phase case, and describe the algorithm. Section I11 (here are the main theoretical results of the paper) is devoted to the analysis of a class of suited functionals 5 ; this analysis consists of the study of certain differential equations on the unit sphere of the infinite dimensional space Wz because the inverse of a nonminimum phase system can never be exactly described by finitely many parameters (see Section II) . Nevertheless, in practical cases, we shall achieve approximate identification of S -' with a finite number of parameters: Section IV is devoted to the analysis of this truncation. In Section V, the reader is referred to [2] for the suited convergence result on the stochastic approximation scheme we used here. Section VI gives numerical results in the area of equalization theory.
SETTING THE PROBLEM: DESCRIBING THE
METHOD AND THE ALGORITHM Remark I: Let us begin with some transfer function considerations. Let, for instance, the transfer function S(z-')' be of the following form:
s ( z -' ) = g
P,(z-')P*(z-')

Q(Z -I)
where g is a gain, Q and PI are stable monk polynomials both convergent outside the unit circle; then we obtain l/S(z-')= l/gQ(z-')( k>O x akz-")( k < O x (2.2) the difference with the minimum phase case lies in the fact that, because Pz is never a constant, the last infinite series in the expression of 1 / S(Z -') never disappears, so that from a theoretical viewpoint, 1) the inverse system S -' can never be described by finiteb many parameters, and 2) it is "infinitely" noncausal in the sense that restoration of the signal at0 requires knowledge of the whole sequence (x,),==. Consequently, the exact inverse of S is on& defined z q to a time shift. In fact, but not in the theoretical analysis, we shall truncate the Laurent series in (2.2) in order to obtain a realizable (with a delay
N )
approximation of I/S(Z -') in a moving average form:
l/S(z-')=l/gQ(z-')( $ a k z -k ) ( $ B k Z -k ) .
(2.3)
Hence, for the theoretical analysis, we shall start directly with a description of S with infinitely many param- Remark 2: Suppose for a moment that we have a minimum phase system S, i.e., both S and S -I are causal and stable. Our identification problem then becomes a very simple subcase of a well-known problem (see Ljung [6, condition 61) and the transmitted sequence (a,) is the innovation of (x,) given by a,=h (xr-IE(x,lxr -,,x,-,,...) ) (2.6) where E( * I .) is the least squares estimation operator and the constant X adjusts the variance. In this case, it is only a question of whitening the output (xt), which is well known and done by using only the second-order statistics. In our case (where S is nonminimum phase), with the aid of the second-order statistics, we can identify the amplitude spectnun (i.e., the gain) of S, but the identification of S is impossible. Second-order techniques will give us a factorization of the spectrum of the output, but not the factorization giving the sequence (at). To summarize, we can note that 1) we cannot solve our probiem with the second-order statistics (for example, by minimizing a mean-square error),
2) the problem has no solution when v is a Gaussian distribution.
Therefore, we shall assume from now on that v is not Gaussian, and use this property with more than the second-order statistics.
Remark 3: Furthermore, note that, because the distribution v is symmetric, the whole sequence (-a,) has the same law as (a,), so we cannot distinguish the desired system s =(Q from the opposite one -s -' =(-Q (we will see in Section 111-G how to remove this drawback in the applications).
In view of the preceding remarks, the best we can achieve is to solve the following: Proof: Consider the global system T=(tk) with tk = ~,~z h + , .
The distribution of c being v, we have IE(c2) = IE(at), which gives, using the independence of the random variables a,, xk,zt,"= 1. Lemma 2.1 applied to T gives the result.
w
The previous theorem shows that, to obtain the solution, we have to adjust the tap weights of the equalizer 8 in such a way that the instantaneous distribution of the output c, of the equalizer converges to the input distribution v.
We can now explain the method for adjusting the coefficients of the equalizer.
Step where \k is an even function (v is symmetric) R+R to be chosen such that the unique local (and hence, global) minima of & are & S -', except for a possible delay. This is the most difficult and interesting part of the work; this w i l l be done in Section I11 where we define a class of funcfions \k corresponding to a large class of distributions
Step 2: Justification of the Truncating: In the applications, the minimization is done with finite dimensional equalizers, and (2.8) becomes we show in Section IV that the minima we obtain with (2.9) are close to the desired ones.
Step 3: Minimization of & by a Stochastic Gradient Procedure: Let 4 be the derivative of 9; with (2.9) we get formally grad&(@) = W c 4 ( C r ) ) (2.10) 
B. Using the Global System
Of course, T defined in (3.2) need not a priori to have finite energy (i.e., belong to Z ' ) . But, with assumption (2.5, where the q's are finite positive constants and the equality is given by (e,he)=(eyS*s*s)=(e*s,s*e)=IIT11* (3.6) with (3.7)
Let us introduce the functional ?; on I 2 defined by
V ( T ) = E ( 9 ( c ) )
where c= x tka-k? (3.8)
is the global system given by 8. (3.9)
Instead of choosing the function 9 in order to have the local minima of & at the points & S -', we will choose it for having the local minima of ?' at T = 2 I . The second choice works thanks to (3.9). We have here one of the basic ideas of the method because we can construct Y for two reasons: we explicitly know the desired minima and the input distribution v. Let us begin with the following (0ver)simple example. Example: Let us take the simplest case where P(a, = -I 1) = 1 /2 and the global system T = ( tk) has energy 1 and only two nonzero coefficients, which are, hence, equal to W e write c in place of c, . We shall make use of the framework of dynamical systems theory (vector fields and one-parameter flows on smooth Hilbertian manifolds), for which we refer the reader to the Appendix I.
Let us start with the first point by introducing the two vector fields :
COSA COS a -sin -(COS -sin a)) = 1 -COS a, which
V,= -!E(A+(c)), T € 1 2
(3.10)
v,= -(E(A+(c))-T.E(cJl(c))), T E s 2
with + the derivative of 9,
Xt,a-, , and s2 is the unit sphere of 12. Formally, the vector fields ( V T ) T E ,~ and ( VT)TE2 are, respectively, the opposite of the gradient of Y and of the gradient of the restriction of 'v to s2. Because we deal with gradients in an infinite dimensional vector space, we give precise conditions (for the proof, see [4] ) which ensure that this formal statement is indeed correct. (3.13): (3.11) is in force, and + E E! with (3.14): (3.12) and (3.13) are in force; furthermore, dy/a!x is E? with bounded second derivative. 
Assumptions
+ ---+(-1)"-E(a2") ( tku)2n + O( tku)2".
(an)!
The Fourier transform of the law of c = Zt,a-, with
where Pm(tk) is a convergent series with a homogeneous 2m-degree term with respect to the coefficients (t,) and satisfies IPm(tk)l <Qm(ll Til') where Qm is an m-degree polynomial. Therefore, the moments of c with an order < 2n exist and are uniformly bounded with the condition IITll < K < + 00. It is clear that we have (3.11) if + ( x ) grows at most as 1x1" for x+-00.
rn
Hence, under (3.13) or (2.14), the vector fields (V,) and In view of Lemma (3.2), we see that (a/i3q,)ij)V(Ta)=O for a = kr/4 ( k Ea, using the invariance of P, by (x,y)+ where y > 0 is arbitrary. Remark 3: A Connection with the Mutual Information: Let us consider the case where v(ak)= Ke-g(")dx, and g has a third derivative which is > 0 (respectively <0) on R+ in the sub-Gaussian (respectively super-Gaussian) case. In both cases, we can choose +=g' and, hence,
C=xt&a-&r is a functional which measures the distortion of the distribution of c with respect to the original v ; v, being the distribution of c, (3.17) becomes i.e., V is the sum of the entropy of yC and the mutual information of v with respect to ye. It can be seen that this choice is in a certain sense optimal near the minima of the restriction of Y to s2. However, this functional cannot measure the desired distorsion for general non-Gaussian distributions.
Remark 4: Back to the Simple Example: Note that the Bernoulli distribution used in the simple example is neither sub-nor super-Gaussian in our sense; in fact, analyzing the case of only two coefficients was oversimple. Indeed, there are other local minima than the desired ones if we look at T ( T) = E(c2 -J c ] ) when a, is a Bernoulli sequence. But a central limit argument shows that when T is far from & I , then c is approximately Gaussian, which gives in that case so that Y appears as well-conditioned "far" from the desired identity systems. On the other hand, the theory of large deviations indicates that insufficiently stable local minima can be ignored by stochastic approximation procedures [l] . Finally, although there is no proof for ensur-
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ing the convergence of the procedure we use in that case, the theoretical results we obtain in the subor superGaussian cases justify in a very satisfactory way the validity of the procedure when used for discrete approximations of sub-or Super-Gaussian distributions. The experiments of Section VI enforce this claim, where such approximations are used.
Conclusion about Section 111-C: In Section 11, we have indicated that Gaussian distributions v are characterized as being the only distributions such that v X v is invariant under a rotation (Lemma 2.1 generalizes this point). For the sub-or Super-Gaussian distributions, we have here given a functional which can measure how V X v was modified through the action of a rotation; note that this functional is not the mutual information (which is a classical measure of the distance between two distributions), although it is, in some cases, connected with it, as was indicated in Remark 3.
D. Study of the Function 'Y in 1 '
In order to use the previous results, this study is done with spherical coordinates:
T E 1 2 -{ 0 } H ( p , T ) , p>O, TEs', and T=pT.
For the spherical partial derivatives, Lemma 3.2 still gives the formula for (a/aqy)'V(ppa) with R2=p2-2kZijti, and we can apply Lemma 3.4.
Thus, we have only to study the radial derivatives of ' Y. We always take the assumptions (3.13) or (3.14) for the integral curves ( T,lsER to exist in 1' -(0) (see Appendix 11). We then have the following result. When A is ill-conditioned (least eigenvalueegreatest eigenvalue), this causes a loss in the efficiency of the algorithm that can be removed by using a conjugate gradient procedure. We describe now an example of such a procedure, which has the further advantage of permitting an identification in both the sub-and Super-Gaussian case.
I;: Using a Whitening Filter: An Algorithm with Constraints
Let us insert between S and the equalizer 0 an arbitrary (but fixed) whitening filter identification scheme:
R, obtaining the following
where R is such that ( y r ) is a white noise in the secondorder sense (E(yty,)=6t-,.E(a:)); note that (y,) is not, in general, an i.i.d. sequence. Such a system exists, but it is not unique; it is realized, for example, with (2.6). It is straightforward that, since the system B is an all-pass transfer function, the convolution by B is an isometry of 12: llSll= 11 TI1 if T -8*B. NOW, when (e,) follows an s.d.1. of 5, the global system ( T , ) follows an s.d.1. of Y, l 2 being provided with the metric given by the inverse of the covariance of (yt), i.e., the usual metric (the minima of 5 being k B -'). 
& = -( E ( Y + (~) ) -~+ (~( c ) ) ) , e E s 2
(see [21>. The experiments confirm that (3.20) may be more efficient.
Remark 6: With this identification scheme, our algorithm appears as a pure phase-recovering procedure.
Remark 7: Because of Theorem (3.5), this procedure allows an identification even in the super-Gaussian case.
G. How to Converge to S-' Rather than to -S -'
We only give qualitative indications. The problem is to be able to choose a good initial value for the algorithms. For (3.20), the partition lines for the evolution of (T,) are the crest lines of Y for the usual metric (given in Remark 1); hence, convergence to S -' is obtained for a 8' such that T o = OO*B is in the half plane (t,>O) where t , is the coefficient of T o with maximum modulus (see Fig. 1 ). Of course, B being unknown, we cannot ensure such a condition. This may be done with a rough indication on B: in our application, we can assume that the greatest coefficient of B is positive; so we take eo= + I , and T o = B satisfies the condition.
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The same information on S is sufficient for our application when we use (2.11).
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE TRUNCATING
We investigate now the effect of using (2.9) in place of (2.8) 
A . Heuristic Comments
We refer the reader to [4] for the further conditions we require on +, v, etc.
The Algorithm with Constraint: Fig. 3 shows the effect of the truncating: all the local minima of the restriction of I r to s2 n T ( TN is the hyperplane defined by the truncating: TN = { T= B*B: 0 has only nonzero coefficients hk for those Ikl< N}) lie either in a neighborhood 9 (k I , € ) of the desired solutions or in a neighborhood 9 (e,?) of the crest lines. Of course, the minima in 3 (e, v), if they exist, are not very stable, so that they are ignored in practice by the stochastic approximation procedure.
It is seen that both c and q depend on the measure of the B-tail in each attraction domain of a 2 Z system, i.e.,
B ( N , i ) = ( 2 b:)'"
( 4.1) where the corresponding identity system is, up to a sign change, a pure delay of magnitude i. Note that B(N,i) depends on N (obviously) and on i; hence, for fixed N, we have to choose the delay i we will have so that B(N,i) is minimized and initialize the procedure with a 1 at this place in the equalizer.
In practice, this is equivalent to having a good idea of the location of the greatest coefficient in the truncated estimate of B -'. For precise statements, see [4] .
The Algorithm Without Constraints:
We give in Fig. 4 the corresponding results for the location of the minima of the restriction of Y to TN = { T = 8* S, 8 has only nonzero coefficients hk for (k( Q N }. Here, E and 9 depend on the S -'-tail in the ith attraction domain of a ? Z system, i.e., where S -' is here the inverse of S without delay:
(S-'*S)(i)=l 'for i=O, = O otherwise; if we denote by S i ! the inverse truncated by a window of length 2N+ 1 centered at i, then (4.2) reduces to
S(N,i)=IIS*(S-'-S~!)II. (4.3)
[Note that when S is a unit gain, i.e., an all-pass system, then (4.2) reduces to the form in (4.1).] Once more, a good idea of the location of the greatest coefficient in a truncated estimated of S -' (i.e., an idea of the delay) w i l l increase the accuracy of the estimate when N is fixed.
B. An Appropriate L y a p u m Function
Standard Lyapunov functions like F(s)= 11 T, -111$-1
where P is some positive definite operator are irrelevant here. We have to use Lyapunov functions relevant to the analysis in spherical coordinates we have pursued in Section 111. For the algorithm with constraint, we work with
where To=(t&z, ltjl =maXkEZltkl, and Zi is an i-delay system (with 1 at d e i d coefficient and 0 elsewhere). For the algorithm without constraints, we analyze separately the motion on the radius and the motion of the radius, the latter for which we use
6(s)=II?;,-sign(ti).li112, T , = T , /~~T ,~~E s~ (4.5)
with the same meaning for ti and Zl as above. For the motion on the radius, we analyze with further details the curve p = p c (see Fig. 2 ) where the vector has no radial component.
V. ANALYSIS OF THE S T O C~ APPROXIMATION SCHEMES (2.11) AND (3.20)
This analysis is based on a general convergence result for stochastic approximation procedures for which we refer the reader to [2] where the particular example we have here is analyzed in Section 111.
A. Origin of the Problem, Preliminary Remarks
The situation is (roughly speaking) the following: an emitter transmits a sequence (a,) of data through a channel S=(sk); the receiver observes the output (x,) given by + N In fact., S includes the channel, together with some additional filters at the emitter and the receiver, so that S=(sk) represents the global impulse response sampled at rate At. The unknown data are viewed as random variables, independent and uniformly distributed over some 
\I b t = L s
output: this is exactly the problem stated in Sections I and 11. Now we shall illustrate our method with a simple example in this area. finite set E (for example, E = { 2 1, 2 3) or { + 1, ? 3, & 5, &7}). In order to increase the binary output of the channel, we can take: 1) At, smaller than At or 2) a large number of values for E. For the restoration of the transmitted sequence, the solution consists of inserting before the detection an equalizer, following the scheme of Section I1 (see [lo] ).
Classically, the tap weights of this equalizer are adjusted for minimin'ng the mean-square error between the input an-d the output of the equalizer, using a stochastic approximation procedure. This technique requires the knowledge of the transmitted sequence which is, of course, not available in practical situations; this drawback is avoided in practice using: 1) a settling phase during which the emitter transmits an a priori known sequence allowing mean-square equalization, and 2) the detected signals in place of the true ones in the mean-square equalization algorithm after this settling phase, thus allowing a certain degree of adaptation when the channel is slowly varying; this procedure is satisfactory if we have only one emitter and one receiver. However, if we have several receivers hearing the same emitter (multipoint communication) and if one receiver starts during the transmission (after a local break, for example), it is not desirable for the emitter to interrupt the data transmission in order to transmit the known sequence, so that the receiver has to inverse the system S, observing only the Typical Telephone Channel: Fig. 5 shows the impulse response of a typical telephone channel; the first negative peak implies that this channel is clearly nonminimum phase. Fig. 6 . gives the sampled response for At = 1/3200 s. The data to be transmitted are equally distributed with 8 possible values: E = { 2 I , ? 3, 25, +7}, achieving a binary output of 9600 bits/s. The additive noise on the output is a Gaussian white noise with variance 2.10-*. The equalizer has 21 tap weights, and the procedure we have used is given by (3.19): '-7X,(c,-ysign(c,) ),
Ea2
Y=--w -5-25. Fig. 7 : Exact inverse S -', estimated with known data and without noise. Fig. 8 : Tap weights of the equalizer after convergence of (6.2). Fig. 9 : Evolution of the number of errored data; the output of the equalizer is quantized to the nearest possible value to produce the estimated data. Without an equalizer, we obtain about 80 percent of errored data 0, whereas the evolution of the error rate at the output of the equalizer is shown in Q. Fig. 10 : Evolution of the mean-square error; note that the amount of necessary data for having a restoration without error (about 3500 in Fig. 9 ) depends on the choice of the small parameter T ; our purpose here was not to determine an optimal value or T (we have taken T about 1 0 -~ or 10-3. Fig. 11 : Some trajectories of the global channel (together with the equalizer) for two sigmficant coordinates and different initial values; this figure is to be compared with Fig. 2 . Fig. 12 : Three difference simulations with the same initial value: the figure gives a good idea of the behavior (of two coordinates) of the trajectories of the global system around a steepest descent line. 
Meaning of the Figures:
Remark:
We refer the reader to [4] for a more realistic experimentation, We give there numerical results obtained with a procedure like (6.2) for the blind adjustment of a baseband equalizer operating in a 16 level-quadrature amplitude modulation system (QAM 16) with double sampling. The presentation is a little more complicated so we have avoided it here; the numerical results are better (we obtain a faster convergence).
VII. CONCLUSION
An identification procedure has been presented for nonminimum phase systems without control, the input being a non-Gaussian white noise with subor superGaussian distribution; an original functional to be minimized has been presented for achieving this, together with the corresponding stochastic gradient and conjugate gradient procedures. This procedure has been successfully applied in adjusting a transversal equalizer in data communication without the transmission of an ( a priori) known sequence.
APPENDIX I
SOME FACTS ABOUT DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS ON S2
We refer the reader to (1.1)
be a differential equation in R" with V : R"+R" locally Lipschitz and time-independent; (1.1) has a unique solution which can also be extended to R-, obtaining an integral cume (~( s ) ) ,~~. Usually, ( V ( X ) )~~ is called a vector field (a map that assigns a vector to each point), and the whole set of integral curves x(s) with all possible x i s is called the (one-parameter) flow of the integral curves of this vector field. Now let us go back to the unit sphere of 12: s2 is a ern =manifold on the Hilbert space 12. Using the canonic a l immersion of s2 in 12, we can identify the tangent space of s2 at x E s2 with the hyperplane in l2 which is orthogonal to x, say, XI. Then a vector field on s2 is a map x+ V(x) where V(x) E x L ; we say that V is locally -y ) and (x,y)+(-y,x) . These remarks, together with (II.2), give the result.
Proof of Lemma 3.4: We consider only the sub-Gaussian case, the same proof works for the super-Gaussian one by changing some inequalities.
In order to Otherwise, we know that p is unimodal, i.e., p(dx)= h(x)dx with h an even function which strictly decreases on R, . With the choice of I) as in Lemma 3.4, we get I) of the following form:
where 6 is the smooth part of I) and y is the jump at the origin. We have (11.7)
With (11.6) and (II.7), we obtain (I)*)">O on R,, which, together with I)"(O) = 0, gives (11.3). Now, using Lemma 3.2, the result we want is where x is strictly increasing on R,, and we shall apply For n = 1, we get a stable attractor for T,, while for n > 1, we get a saddle point, which is not a stable attractor. This w i l l finish the proof. Thus, let us go back to (II.10) and (II.11). Thanks to (II.9), the function p(s)=max,,,lt,(s)l is increasing and bounded by 1 (11 Ell2 = l), and therefore has a limit p(00); 01.9) also gives the convergence of (~/p(s)).T, to the system fi ST, in 12-weak. nus, GO) = fi and z+Tm in 12-weak; finally, 11 Ell = 1 gives the strong convergence. Proof of Theorem 3.6: For fixed T Es2, we study the function . Therefore, the function u' is convex with u'(0) Q 0 and strictly convex when u'(0) =O. But with (3.13, we get un(0)= +'(O). i€(a2) which is strictly negative when y = 0. ? I results from Lemma 3.4 (motion of the radius), which remains valid, and from the equality p, = 1 for T= 2 I. We achieve the convergence of the flow (T,) in the following way: 1) as in Theorem 3.5, (1/11 T,II) .T,+T, in 1' where T, is given by (II.11) and 2) IIT,II+l thanks to (II.13) and the fact that p, = 1 when T = 2 I.
Note that in the super-Gaussian case, there is a contradiction between the conditions required on J/ in this case and the needed inequality uo)(pc)> 0, so that the systems 2 I may only be saddle points for ?r in 12.
Proof of Theorem 3.7: We work in the sub-Gaussian case. Let ( WT)TE12 be the vector field defined by W,=(S*s)*V,= -(S*S)*E(A+(c)).
(11.14)
( W,) is e' thanks to (3.4), (3.9), and i i ) of Lemma 3. It is a general situation that the change of metric (with another equivalent one) does not modify the behavior of the s.d.1. (although the minima and saddle points do not change, the crest lines are, of course, modified). Let us give a quick explanation: let To be the initial point for (T,),,, and ( ?, ) , , ,
[respectively the integral curves of (V,) and ( WT)]. Let us consider the path ( fJ,,<s<t: there exists a(t)< 00 such that both paths ( T J O g s G t and (Ts)O+.-a(r) have the same length with respect to the metric associated with A-' so that, ( E ) being an s.d.1. for this metric, we have V( T,,t)) T ft).
(11.17)
The path (T,)oGs<oo is of finite length for both metrics, and we have the same property for (T,)o<s<a(,) with 
